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ADD A HUMAN DIMENSION TO YOUR EVENT

—

 #1 TRAVEL 
DESTINATION
WORLDWIDE

“FOR PHYSICAL AND
MENTAL REBOOT”

— National Geographic
Traveler
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—
A 42-MILLION-DOLLAR 

RESTORATION
—

Since their arrival in New France in 1639, the Augustinian 
Sisters have devoted themselves to caring for the sick. They 
laid down the bases of the current Quebec health system by 
founding 12 hospitals, where they acted as owners, nurses, 
and pharmacists until the 1960s.

The first “female entrepreneurs” in America, the Augustinian 
Sisters were visionary managers who, like the planet’s most 
inspiring leaders, always made business decisions using a 
combination of reason and heart. 

Aiming to preserve and highlight their precious heritage,  
the Augustinian Sisters chose to pass on their founding  
monastery, collections and archives, as well as their mission 
of care and hospitality to the population within their lifetime. 
Today, the Augustinian Sisters’ mission of care and hospitality 
lives on at the heart of Le Monastère.

Since opening its doors to its new vocation in August of 2015, 
Le Monastère des Augustines has received numerous prizes 
and distinctions, and has been written about extensively due 
to its unique business model and social innovation initiatives.

—

WHAT LE MONASTÈRE DES AUGUSTINES HAS TO OFFER 
—

HOTEL (65 ROOMS) | ECO-RESPONSIBLE VENUE

10 MEETING ROOMS | ACCOMMODATES UP TO 130 PEOPLE

RESTAURANT AND BANQUET SERVICES | ORGANIC FOOD

CORPORATE GROUP ACTIVITIES

A VISIONARY CONCEPT THAT WILL INSPIRE YOUR ORGANIZATION
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Organize your corporate or board of director retreats,  
trainings, launches, cocktails, group reunions, or team- 
building activities at Le Monastère and take advantage of 
our services:

FREE WI-FI
—
AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT  
AVAILABLE ON LOCATION
—
INTEGRATED SOUND SYSTEM  
IN ALL ROOMS
—
COMPLETE RESTAURANT AND  
BANQUET SERVICES – LIQUOR LICENSE
—
CORPORATE GROUP ACTIVITIES

—

MEETINGS  
AND EVENTS

—

FOOD PHILOSOPHY 

Our kitchen offers a wide array of options to satisfy each  
person’s tastes and needs. 

On the menu: raw and vegetarian meals, fish, poultry, and meat. 
We use as many local and organic foods as possible, depending 
on the season and deliveries, while respecting sustainable 
development principles. Everything you need to indulge your 
senses and nourish your inner being!

Gluten- and lactose-free options available.
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—

MULTIFUNCTIONAL  
MEETING ROOMS

—
Located in the former cloister which has been carefully restored,  

our 10 rental rooms will give your meetings an exceptional setting and  
a muted atmosphere that is conducive to reflection, creativity, and sharing. 

Available: classic and original room arrangements including  
rocking chairs from the collection, and yoga equipment. 

LES VOÛTES High and Low

LE RÉFECTOIRE
HISTORIQUE

LE NOVICIAT 1 

LE SALON ANTIQUE

LA PETITE INFIRMERIE

LE SALON
DES JOURNAUX

122 m2 80

48,3 m2 2430 30 18 18

LE NOVICIAT 2 96,6 m2 48100 70 30 36

72 m2 4075 60 30 30

LA COMMUNAUTÉ 2 

LA COMMUNAUTÉ 1 

62 m2 3245 30 18 21

48 m2 1820 30 18 18

42 m2 1612 16 18 12

42 m2 xx x 10 x

170 m

24,35m x 7m
80’ x 23’

7,02m x 6,38m
23’ x 21’

13,53m x 7,09m
44’ x 23’

9,88m x 5,94m
32’ x 19’

7,66m x 7,46m
25’ x 24’

LA COMMUNAUTÉ 1 & 2 134 m2 64120 130 50 60 17,33 m x 7,6m
57’ x 24’

6,88m x 6,1m
22’ x 20’

6,9m x 6m
22,5’ x 20’

6,47m x 6,11m
21’ x 20’

2 48x 44 x 15

SIZE RECEPTION BANQUET

THEATER BOARDROOM CLASSROOM

x x x x

LE NOVICIAT 1 & 2 145 m2 80130 130 50 72
20,36m x 6,37m
66’ x 21’
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—

CONTEMPORARY ROOM

—
Relax in comfort in a minimalist room with a contemporary design,  

whose layout blends in perfectly with our heritage site.  
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—

AUTHENTIC ROOM

—
Enjoy a unique experience by staying in a former nun’s room that has been carefully reconverted,  

with its antique furniture, while adhering to modern standards of comfort. 
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—

OFFER YOUR EMPLOYEES 
HEALTH AND INSPIRATION  

—

Anchored in a tradition of hospitality and care established 
over 375 years, Le Monastère des Augustines has a unique and  
diversified offer, on a heritage site that is conducive to renewal. 
An ideal setting for exploring practices aimed at individual and 
collective autonomy regarding one’s health, choosing healthy  
habits, and preventing health problems, all while promoting the 
path towards well-being. 

GLOBAL HEALTH DISCOVERY WORKSHOP

- Therapeutic or restorative yoga

- Chair yoga

- Dynamic stretching

- Breathing exercises

- Guided relaxation techniques

- Introduction to meditation

—

CORPORATE  
GROUP ACTIVITIES 

—
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CONFERENCES 

Our conferences cover current topics related to health and stress 
management; their contents are adapted to life both on a personal 
and professional level. 

Your employees will go home with a new outlook on their physical 
and mental health, and equipped with tools whose benefits have 
been scientifically proven (cardiac coherence, mindfulness, etc.).

FACILITATION AND ORGANIZATION 

Thinking and working together is typical of the Augustinian 
Sisters. Le Monastère offers facilitated activities that can be 
adjusted and integrated to your meeting or work session’s 
goals.

GUIDED VISIT OF LE MONASTÈRE

Inspire your employees by helping them discover a visionary and 
innovative project. 

CORPORATE AND RETIREMENT GIFTS 

Offer health and renewal with one of our gift cards, which can 
be used towards any of the services offered by Le Monastère 
(hotel, restaurant, boutique, yoga, relaxation activities, massage 
therapy, and other treatments). 

Alliance santé Québec
Association des médecins d’urgence du Québec
Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC)
CHU de Québec
Citoyen Optimum
Cossette
Desjardins
Faculty of Medicine of l’Université Laval
Femmes en Affaires de la Capitale-Nationale

Groupe Perspective
Industrielle Alliance
Ordre des Architectes du Québec
Québec International
RAMQ
RBC
Réseau des femmes d’affaires du Québec
Québec City

THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS HAVE PUT THEIR TRUST IN US
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT

Respite for aids 
—
Sustainable health pilot projects in partnership with  
Université Laval 
—
Projects supporting caregivers from the health and social 
services system 
—
Low-cost accommodations for companions of sick persons 
 —
Educational program and pricing policy which strive  
to be accessible to as many people as possible

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT

Heating and air conditioning using a geothermal system 
—
Composting of all organic waste generated in the kitchen, 
rental rooms, and public spaces 
—
Several sustainable development initiatives launched  
during the construction period which spanned three years, 
together with the architects and contractors

ECONOMIC COMMITENT

Innovative business model which allows to preserve and  
emphasize the value of the health field’s founding heritage 
—
Responsible sourcing policy, and partnerships with local  
and regional organizations and partners 

—

ORGANIZING AN EVENT AT LE MONASTÈRE  
HELPS GIVE BACK TO THE COMMUNITY!

—

LE MONASTÈRE DES AUGUSTINES IS A NON-PROFIT 
ORGANIZATION WHOSE ACTIVITIES AND DONATIONS 
AIM TO SUPPORT ITS SOCIAL COMMITMENT, AS WELL 
AS PRESERVE AND SHOWCASE THE AUGUSTINIAN  
SISTERS’ HERITAGE.

—

AN ECO-RESPONSIBLE VENUE WITH EXEMPLARY  
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES    

—



77, Remparts Street, Quebec (QC) G1R 0C3  Canada  |  418.694.1639  |  1 844.694.1639  |  evenements@monastere.ca  |  monastere.ca

–
Every visit to  
Le Monastère  
contributes  

to supporting  
its social mission

–

A hotel awarded a 5 Green Key rating exemplifies the highest standards of environmental and social responsibility throughout all areas of operations.  
The hotel employs cutting edge technologies, policies, and programs that set the international standard for sustainable hotel operations. 

Follow us:


